23/07/2018

Job role: Web Developer
About us
Hypergram is a web design and development company based in the centre of Leeds. We
design and build websites for a broad range of clients, as well as web applications and
software systems.
Job details
Due to growing demand for our digital design and development we are looking to add to our
team with a web developer, primarily developing WordPress websites.
Operating from our central Leeds office on The Calls, you will form part of a small,
enthusiastic team with ambitious plans for growth and excellent potential for progression.
As a Hypergram employee you can expect a focussed but relaxed, social working
environment in an exciting, busy creative office space.
Responsibilities
- You will form an integral part of our build process and although working under direction of
our technical director, you will be expected to work efficiently and independently, sometimes
under challenging deadlines.
- You will be expected to accurately translate design ideas into fully compliant CSS and
HTML as well as realise functionality and UX ideas with JS.
- You will be able to work effectively developing WordPress themes using the Roots Sage
(https://roots.io/sage) framework, Bootstrap, SASS, PHP Blade templating engine.
- You will have a keen eye for design and a detailed understanding and interpretation of
current trends.
Skills and experience
You will have:
- A detailed and extensive knowledge of HTML5 / CSS3 and Javascript
- Good experience in creating fully functioning, custom, responsive designs.
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- An eye for design and an understanding of web design details.
- An understanding and desire to operate using up to date development practices.
- A problem solving attitude.
- A keen desire to get involved in a growing company.
We would love:
- Experience developing WordPress themes
- Experience developing Shopify themes
- Experience of Woocommerce
- Experience of utilising Bootstrap (http://getbootstrap.com/)
- Experience of git, npm/yarn, webpack
- Experience of working in an agency environment
You will get:
- A great team to work with and grow your knowledge and experience
- A fun working environment in central Leeds office
- All the hardware and software you need to start creating amazing websites
- Pension scheme
- Salary, dependent on experience, £21-27k

How to apply
Please email CV to c
 areers@hypergram.co
Direct application only, no agencies please.
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